The mock examinations are fast approaching. The students who do best start revising early. Research shows that regular revision over a long period of time is much
more effective than cramming a few days or a week before. Your exam is going to
cover two topics: Germany 1918-1945 and Medicine Through Time. You don't just
need to focus on building your knowledge up of these topics, you also need to practice past paper questions in timed conditions. There will be knowledge based as
well as source based questions on the exam paper.
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You should be doing an hour of revision a week—this could be split up into 20 minute sessions over a week. A little revision, often—this is the key to success. Revise
the info for 20 mins, then apply it to a past paper section.
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The History Clinic will run every Thursday 3.30pm-4.00pm starting 12th November and will go through exam technique as well as revision of year 10 topics.
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http://www.youtube.com/user/mrfoleyrevision (A collection of revision clips with
past paper questions for both Germany and Medicine– updated regularly)
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My Revision Notes OCR (A) GCSE Schools History Project 2nd Edition[Paperback]
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Louise O'Gorman (Author), Bill Marriott (An excellent revision book that covers
both Germany and Medicine units with example answers, summarised notes and exam tips – Well worth
buying!) ISBN-10: 1471829693
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